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1. Introduction
The connection between emigrants heading west on the Montana and Oregon trails was an
interdependent relationship between people and animals. Both relied on each other for a
successful journey; without draft animals, emigrants could not have transported their
belongings along the trails, and without appropriate care, animals might easily have
succumbed to illness or fatigue on the journey. Such a relationship is a firm part of the
established scholarship, with the study of Diana Ahmad, in particular, highlighting its
importance. Ahmad’s work, drawing attention to mid-nineteenth-century travellers’ guides
for the trails, reinforces the essential role played by healthy animals on the journey. 2 Mary
McDougall Gordon and Amos William Hartman have also underlined the importance of
animal welfare whilst crossing the mid-nineteenth-century plains in their work.3
Whereas the health and wellbeing of animals on the trail was a vital component for
emigrants, it is argued that these animals also played an important role in the happiness of
many travellers. In particular, through supplying comfort, both in terms of emotional and
physical support, and in the alleviation of aspects of anxiety. This is connected to what David
Adjunct Lecturer, Department of History, Universitas Diponegoro, Semarang, Indonesia.
Diana L. Ahmad, “I Fear the Consequences to Our Animals: Emigrants and Their Livestock on the
Overland Trails,” Great Plains Quarterly 32(3) (Summer 2012): 166.
3 See, Mary McDougall Gordon, “Overland to California in 1849: A Neglected Commercial Enterprise,”
Pacific Historical Review 52(1) (February 1983): 17-36; Amos William Hartman, “The California and
Oregon Trail, 1849-1860,” The Quarterly of the Oregon Historical Society 25(1) (March 1924): 1-35.
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Clark has referred to as “trail stress.”4 It will be demonstrated that animals, particularly horses
or ponies, had the potential to aid their owners emotionally at trying times by providing an
outlet. This is not to suggest that animal agency is to be viewed as something akin to a therapy
animal in this case, but rather that the human–animal interaction allows signifiers of anxiety,
or indeed stress, to be viewed by the scholar.
Such an outlet can be understood in terms of the freedom to ride apart from the wagon
train, the utility of a horse to help in emergencies or through the simple act of caring for the
horse. All these factors can be witnessed in the account of Sarah Raymond Herndon (7
September 1840–20 March 1914), and a series of extracts from her 1865 journey are provided
below for discussion.5 Raymond had been born in Maryland, but her family moved to
Scotland County, Missouri, after the death of her father Daniel in 1850. At the time of the
family’s journey across the plains, Raymond would have been twenty-four years old. After
their journey, Raymond became a schoolteacher in March 1866, and married James M.
Herndon in May 1867. Her brothers, Hillhouse and Winthrop, became successful
businessmen with the Raymond Brothers Store and Belmont Park Ranch. 6
It was curious that Raymond sought to ride her pony, “Dick,” or to share him around
with friends, almost continually, given the extra strain that it likely placed upon him on such
a long journey. This was, however, precisely what Raymond recorded in her journal. 7
Considering that the additional pulling weight of carrying a person, on a pony or a wagon
team, would have amounted to upwards of 54 kilograms per person, the choice of
intentionally overloading draft animals seems strange. This can be partially explained by
Raymond’s joy at riding her pony and her resting in the wagon with the widow of a deceased
fellow emigrant.8 Both of these instances shall be elaborated upon below and both, as shall
be discussed, amount to signifiers of anxiety. There are other examples of emigrants riding
their horses or ponies on the journey, though mostly restricted to river crossings and difficult
terrain as in the cases of the Hines family (1853) diaries and Alonzo Delano (1849). 9
The relationship between Raymond and her pony is in many ways emblematic of the type
of personal narrative which gives depth and character to the colonial history of Montana and
the western emigrant trails. Frank R. Grant’s study of the careers of Anna Kline and Carolyn
A. Murphy, and Jennifer J. Hill’s investigation into childbirth and Montana women are other
excellent examples of this trend, whilst also demonstrating the fascinating position of
women’s history in the wider scholarship. 10 Indeed, Raymond’s relationship with Dick is
David L. Clark, “Violence and Disruptive Behavior on the Difficult Trail to Utah, 1847-1868,” BYU
Studies Quarterly 53(4) (2014): 89.
5 Hereafter, Sarah Raymond Herndon shall be referred to in discussion as Raymond, her maiden name,
to simplify the discourse. Mention of other diarists below, in the absence of in-sentence explanation,
are followed by their year of travel in brackets to assist the reader.
6 Sarah Raymond Herndon Papers, 1866-1912, Special Collections, Collection 225, Montana State
University.
7 Sarah Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road: Crossing the Plains in 1865 (New York: Burr Printing House,
1902), 77, 99, 127, 148.
8 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 3, 20, 54, 99, 106-107.
9 Celinda Elvira Hines et al., Seven Months to Oregon: 1853 Diaries, Letters and Reminiscent Accounts, ed. Harold
J. Peters (Tooele, UT: The Patrice Press, 2008), 247-249, 295; Alonzo Delano, Life on the Plains and Among
the Diggings (New York: Miller, Orton & Mulligan, 1854), 72-74, 102.
10 See, Frank R. Grant, “With no Companion but her Horse: The Rocky Mountain Husbandman’s
Traveling Correspondents Anna Kline and Carolyn A. Murphy, 1889-1904,” Montana: The Magazine of
Western History 61(1) (Spring 2011): 60-70, 90; Jennifer J. Hill, “Going Public: Childbirth, the Board of
Health, and Montana Women, 1860-1920,” Montana: The Magazine of Western History 65(2) (Summer
2015): 3-21, 92-93.
4
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represented as one of deep love and attachment, serving to emphasize her personal history in
the wider narrative of the trails. This is made even more striking since she was pressured into
selling Dick at the end of her journey, something which greatly distressed her. Whilst it is
acknowledged that her youth and childhood memories likely played a role in the way
Raymond loved and felt attachment to her pony, this is precisely the sort of individual reaction
that this study wishes to discuss. The current methodology seeks signifiers of anxiety in
Raymond’s experience of her journey to contribute to the wider narrative of life on the trails.
The very fact that this study has chosen to focus on Raymond’s relationship with Dick
suggests that her relationship with him, and indeed the way in which she recorded her feelings
about him, amounted to a highly visible signifier of anxiety. This is grounded in the argument
that many of the difficult events which Raymond discussed in her journal featured Dick, and
in the understanding that her very act of choosing to write down her experiences in journal
format amounted to a signifier of anxiety in the way of Jacques Lacan.11 Her experience with,
and ultimately loss of, her pony can thus be seen as a very potent signifier of anxiety. As shall
be seen below, this was a very touching story which chronicled Raymond’s experience of the
trail, largely through her interactions with Dick due to the many entries regarding him.
The ultimate sale of Dick towards the end of the account is the most visible signifier
denoting sadness and regret, thus suggesting a strong and enduring connection. Indeed, in
the opening pages of Days on the Road when Raymond discusses the sadness and anxiety of
leaving home and friends, her first recorded act was to mount Dick. The recording of this
amounts to a signifier of anxiety and serves to denote the lasting presence of Dick in her
account.12 The narrative also, however, allows a window for the scholar to view such a
relationship in terms of material culture and the agency of horses and ponies in historical
situations. Similarly, studies such as that of Dan Flores and Gervase Phillips have
demonstrated how studies of horses in a historical and cultural context can add depth to the
surrounding narratives of the Western Territories and the factors that enabled their creation. 13
Phillips, in highlighting the work of Sandra Swart, has argued that horses, ponies, mules
and other draft animals have long been viewed as tools rather than historical actors possessing
agency. As such, a general reappraisal that recognises the emotional aspects of these animals
in historical contexts is called for. 14 This is at the very heart of the present study, with the
discussion of horses and ponies, using Raymond and Dick as a case study, as units of material
culture with both utility and an emotional connotation. This is connected to the wider study
of Lynda Birke and Kirrilly Thompson into horses and social agency.15 Whereas the use of
pets or domesticated animals as specific objects of study in historical material culture is not a
common process, a niche strand of investigation is present in the wider scholarship. Miriam
Bibby and Brian Scott’s recent edited volume The Materiality of the Horse is an excellent example
of this.16
Justification for the current approach can also be found in the work of Michael Rowlands
and Jean Pierre Warnier. Accordingly, it is contended that material culture can include any
Jacques Lacan, Écrits: The First Complete Edition in English, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: W.W. Norton
& Co., 2006), 206.
12 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 2-3.
13 Dan Flores, “Bringing Home All the Pretty Horses: The Horse Trade and the Early American West,
1775-1825,” Montana: The Magazine of Western History 58(2) (Summer 2008): 3-21, 94-96; Gervase Phillips,
“Writing Horses into American Civil War History,” War in History 20(2) (April 2013): 160-181.
14 Phillips, “Writing Horses,” 160-161.
15 Lynda Birke and Kirrilly Thompson, (Un)Stable Relations: Horses, Humans and Social Agency, (Abingdon:
Routledge, 2017).
16 Miriam A. Bibby and Brian G. Scott, The Materiality of the Horse (Budapest: Trivent, 2020).
11
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items humans use to define relationships or to differentiate socio-economic standing,
including aspects such as memory and the demonstration of authoritative credibility. 17 As
shall be discussed below, Raymond’s relationship with, and use of, Dick, in practical and
emotional situations satisfies these criteria. Further, Larissa Aronin and Muiris O’Laoire have
also drawn aspects, such as events and emotional signifiers, into the discussion, thus
generating a truly dynamic field of examination.18 It is this dynamism, or rather flexibility, of
the concept of material culture, which particularly enables the discussion of Raymond and
Dick in such a light.

2. The Utility of a Horse on the Prairie
Days on the Road chronicles the journey of the Raymond Family, Mrs. Delilah Raymond and
her children, Sarah (Sallie), seen below in Figure 1, William Hillhouse and Winthrop, across
the plains by wagon train from Missouri in 1865. Their destination had initially been either
California or Oregon, though they later resolved to make for Montana. 19 This was not an
unusual story in the mid-nineteenth century, with thousands of emigrants heading west in
search of wealth and opportunity in increasing numbers from 1849 onwards, with the
prospect of riches, a better way of life, and a fresh start being powerful motivators. 20 The act
of keeping a travel diary and later having it published was, likewise, not uncommon. Further
examples within this category are those by diarists such as G.W. Thissell, Thomas Turnbull,
and Fitz Hugh Ludlow.21 Travel journals such as these have granted scholars a view into the
personal experiences of emigrants on the trail, something crucial to this study. Whilst diaries
such as these have great potential for bias, particularly against indigenous peoples and diverse
others, such descriptions serve to flesh out the personal experiences of many emigrants by
offering an emotional signifier. The idea of the signifier of anxiety is a key understanding for
discussions of anxiety and agency in this study.22 Raymond herself displayed many biases and
offered criticisms on her journey, and indeed when she and her family arrived at Virginia City,
Montana Territory, in September 1865.
Upon arriving in Virginia City, Raymond gave a very indifferent account of the town.
Whereas she marvelled at the process of gulch-mining and the flurry of activity around her,
she was disappointed to find that housing was at a premium and the majority of people lived
in tents.23 She should perhaps not have been so struck by the condition of Virginia City due
to reports of life and dangers on the frontier available in the press or in published travellers’
guides such as those of Andrew Child and Joseph Ware.24 This was in addition to fluctuating
Michael Rowlands, “The Role of Memory in the Transmission of Culture,” World Archaeology 25(2)
(October 1993): 141-144; Jean Pierre Warnier, “A Praxeological Approach to Subjectivation in a
Material World,” Journal of Material Culture 6(1) (March 2001): 9-10.
18 Larissa Aronin and Muiris O’Laoire, “The Material Culture of Multilingualism: Moving Beyond the
Linguistic Landscape,” International Journal of Multilingualism 10(3) (2013): 3-4; 10.
19 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 62, 98-99.
20 Hartman, “The California and Oregon Trail,” 2-3.
21 See, G.W. Thissell, Crossing the Plains in ’49 (California: Oakland, 1903); Thomas Turnbull, T. Turnbull’s
Travels from the United States across the Plains to California, ed. Frederic Logan Paxson and Reuben Gold
Thwaites (Madison: Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1914); Fitz Hugh Ludlow, The Heart of the Continent:
A Record of Travel across the Plains and in Oregon, with an Examination of the Mormon People (New York: Hurd
& Houghton, 1870).
22 Sigmund Freud, Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, ed. Alix Strachey (Mansfield Centre, CT: Martino
Publishing, 2013): 160-161.
23 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 263.
24 The Montana Post, 27 August 1864, Virginia City, MT: J. Buchanan, from Library of Congress,
Chronicling America; The Montana Post, 3 September 1864, Virginia City, MT: J. Buchanan, from Library
17
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reports on the presence of gold in western claims. 25 The conditions themselves were
unsurprising given that Virginia City was a frontier mining town that had sprung up around
the myriad of claims. As such, no real consideration had gone into planning or the provision
of public amenities. It must also be remembered that the Montana Territory had only been
formed the previous year, meaning effective government was still to be achieved, particularly
at the local level.26 Being a frontier town, it must also be acknowledged that social problems
associated with a society based at the national periphery were evident in Montana at this time.
In particular, a lack of effective public health and sanitation, protection from lawlessness, and
widespread prostitution.27 Against such a backdrop, it might easily be understood what led
Raymond to label Virginia City “the shabbiest town I ever saw.”28

Fig. 1. Photograph of Sarah Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 1902.
of Congress, Chronicling America; The Montana Post, 1 April 1865, Virginia City, MT: D.W. Tilton &
Co., from Library of Congress, Chronicling America; The Litchfield Enquirer, 15 December 1864,
Litchfield, CT: James Humphrey Jr., from Library of Congress, Chronicling America; The New York
Herald, 14 August 1864, New York: James Gordon Bennett, from Library of Congress, Chronicling
America; The Alexandria Gazette, 2 September 1864, Alexandria, DC: Edgar Snowden, from Library of
Congress, Chronicling America; Andrew Child, Overland Route to California (Los Angeles: N.A. Kovach,
[1852] 1946); Joseph E. Ware, The Emigrants’ Guide to California ([1849], Reprint, Boston, MA: Da Capo
Press, 1972).
25 The Memphis Daily Appeal, 23 December 1858, Memphis, TN: S.T. Seawell & W.N. Stanton, from
Library of Congress, Chronicling America; N.A. Chandler, Great Expectations, Pony Express, 13 April 1860,
Letter, from Ella Strong Denison Library, N.A. Chandler California Gold Rush Era Letters; N.A.
Chandler, Changing Luck, 28 June 1860, Letter, from Ella Strong Denison Library, N.A. Chandler
California Gold Rush Era Letters; Augustin Hibbard, Letter from Augustin Hibbard to William Hibbard, 4
September 1850, From University of the Pacific, California Digital Library.
26 Barbara Carol Behan, “Forgotten Heritage: African Americans in the Montana Territory, 1864-1889,”
The Journal of African American History 91(1) (Winter 2006): 24; Weekly National Intelligencer, 7 April 1864,
Washington, DC: Gales & Seaton, from Library of Congress, Chronicling America.
27 Jennifer J. Hill, “Going Public: Childbirth, the Board of Health, and Montana Women, 1860-1920,”
Montana: The Magazine of Western History 65(2) (Summer 2015): 4-9; Laura J. Arata, “Terror and Tourism:
Lynching, Legend, and the Montana Vigilantes,” Pacific Northwest Quarterly 106(4) (Fall 2015): 183-184;
Paula Petrik, “Capitalists with Rooms: Prostitution in Helena, Montana, 1865-1900,” Montana: The
Magazine of Western History 31(2) (Spring 1981): 28-30.
28 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 262.
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However, it is the journey to Virginia City that primarily interests this study. The passage
across the plains, covering current U.S. states, such as Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado and
Wyoming, could take many months; the Raymonds’ passage took from 1 May to 5 September
1865. It is unclear why it took them such a long time to travel from Missouri to Montana, the
mean passage being somewhere between two and three months. Raymond provides some
evidence in her account, with events such as a broken wheel, the death and funeral of Mr.
Milburn, lost livestock, and the observation of the sabbath causing slight delays. 29 Raymond
does, however, record an almost daily account of their wagon moving, bar delays such as the
above, and so it might be suggested that hers was a particularly slow-moving train that
happened upon several small delays. It was also an undertaking that was fraught with danger,
particularly for the novice traveller. Fundamentally, the journey involved a slow-moving trek
across sparsely populated and potentially unforgiving terrain; by virtue of this alone, any
emergency, no matter how trivial it might have been in an urban situation, had the possibility
of becoming disastrous in the wilds of the prairie.
Factors such as adverse weather conditions, illness, violence on the trail or a lack of
supplies for humans and animals, were some of the everyday challenges faced by emigrants.
Finley McDiarmid, an emigrant to California from Wisconsin in 1850, noted the danger of
cholera amongst travelling parties.30 To a certain extent, there were threats that could be
prepared for by following a strict routine and possessing the relevant knowledge and/or
experience. There were, however, instances which could not be planned for, often causing
great alarm, and indeed anxiety, for members of the wagon train. It was possible that these
occurrences, and the anxiety they caused, served as a catalyst to make Raymond become even
more attached to Dick, thereby amounting to a signifier of anxiety, than might have been
expected.
A good example of such an incident is that referenced in the episode discussed below.
The accident which befell Mr. Milburn was the result of a loaded gun being carelessly tossed
into the bottom of a wagon, causing it to go off and shoot him:
We were about three miles from Frankfort when the accident happened. We
came on here as soon as possible – a sorrowing, and oh, so sorrowful,
procession now. It does not seem that we can ever be the merry party that we
have been. Winthrop had been riding Dick; he stood there, ready, saddled and
bridled when Mr. Milburn fell; Frank mounted my pony and rode as fast as
he could go to Frankfort to get a doctor. Mr. Milburn was dead before he was
out of sight. We met them as he came. A room has been rented and Mr.
Milburn prepared for his last long sleep. The people of Frankfort are very
kind, and sympathetic.31
As can be seen from quote, a rider was sent on Dick to the town of Frankfort to seek a
doctor. Whereas it was unfortunate that Mr. Milburn died before help could be found, this
episode underlines the usefulness of a saddle horse or pony in such circumstances. Horse
culture on the plains had gradually expanded in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
leading to a booming wild horse trade, but it must be remembered that not every emigrant
outfit could afford a horse or pony. 32 Thus, the differentiation in terms of socio-economic
Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 11, 31, 39, 44-49, 50, 54-64, 69.
Finley McDiarmid, Finley McDiarmid to Constantia McDiarmid, 5 June 1850, Letter, from Bancroft
Library, University of California, Letters Finley McDiarmid to his wife Constantia McDiarmid, BANC
MSS C-B 605.
31 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 49-50.
32 Flores, “Pretty Horses,” 13-14.
29
30
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standing allows us to view horses and ponies, such as Dick, in terms of material culture highly
relevant to personal histories of the western trails.
This might be understood as a form of cohesion, or lack thereof, within a specific group
setting such as the emigrant wagon trains; this does, of course, necessitate that material culture
differences be discussed as a language expressing such cohesion, as per the work of Ian
Hodder.33 The Raymond family can be described as distinct from the majority of emigrants
through their possession of a luxury such as Dick, him being a personal belonging of
Raymond not the outfit, and they were further differentiated in Virginia City when Raymond
was critiqued as an aristocrat “going to teach school and play lady” by her new neighbours.34
Ironically, Raymond did eventually take up school teaching in 1866.
It must be acknowledged that despite the great utility which having a saddle horse or pony
in the travelling party brought, the great majority of wagons were drawn by oxen. The
rationale for this was that they coped better on a long journey than horses did. The trade-off,
however, was that oxen could travel approximately sixteen miles a day safely, whereas horses
could do approximately twenty to twenty-five.35 In both cases, however, it was wise, and often
essential, to know how to care for the animal, especially its feet and legs. 36 As can be seen
from the following words, below, Raymond’s wagon was drawn by a team of large horses:
“One of the big horses went lame this morning, so Dick was put in harness and the dear little
fellow has worked all day. He looks funny beside the big horse; the harness had to be taken
up to the last holes to make it fit him.”37 Figure 2, below, gives an idea of a horse-drawn
wagon configuration. This was immediately suggestive of a higher socio-economic status than
most emigrants heading west.

Fig. 2. “Photograph of a Family with their Covered Wagon During the Great Western Migration,”
c. 1866, National Archives, Maryland, USA.38
Ian Hodder, “Economic and Social Stress and Material Culture Patterning,” American Antiquity 44(3)
(July 1979): 447.
34 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 262.
35 Hartman, “The California and Oregon Trail,” 5.
36 Ahmad, “I Fear the Consequences,” 166, 171-172.
37 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 111.
38 National Archives, Photograph of a Family with Their Covered Wagon During the Great West Migration,
Maryland: National Archives, https://catalog.archives.gov/id/518267.
33
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Despite oxen being the most chosen draft animal, a number of outfits, such the
Raymonds, Looneys (1843), or the Townsend / Penwell family (1866), seen above in Figure
2, evidently chose horses instead. Jesse Looney in particular espoused that a yoke of strong
horses was the most sensible option for a pulling team. 39 This was perhaps due to the faster
crossing times associated with horse teams, or even a socio-economic assumption based less
on fact than expectations. It is unclear what the cause of lameness was in the Raymond
family’s draft horse, be it an injury picked up or because of fatigue from the extended journey,
but the availability of Dick as a replacement was convenient. In the absence of another animal,
the wagon would have moved much more slowly, if at all. It was perhaps a trivial episode, but
it neatly demonstrates the type of unforeseen dangers which plagued emigrants to the western
territories.
The quote from Herndon’s diary included above demonstrates how fragile animals’ health
could be on the western trails. Indeed, with horses in particular, as was the case for G.W.
Thissell (1849), horses often felt the effects of the journey and succumbed to fatigue.40 The
words below, however, serve to expand upon how robust they could be when carrying out
work:
The river is half a mile or more wide, about half way over there is a large
freight wagon stuck in the quicksand, just below the track of the wagons; it
has been there since yesterday; it is slowly, slowly sinking, and cannot be
gotten out. It has been unloaded and left to its fate, it seems a signal of distress
to warn drivers to keep farther up the river and avoid the quicksands. I drove
the horse team over, and Hillhouse rode Dick and directed our going. The
wagons of our train were all over and in corral by two o’clock without accident
or mishap. (…) Hillhouse has crossed the river on Dick at least twenty times
to-day; he seemed to know just how to help and has been in constant demand,
so he and Dick are thoroughly tired out to-night.41
A major obstacle for wagon trains to navigate was the many rivers, wide and narrow, calm
and tempestuous, which they encountered on the journey west. As can be seen from the
words above, the Raymonds’ wagon train had to cross the South Platte River, being mindful
of the misfortune of other emigrants who had tried and failed to cross with their wagons. 42
The utility of having Raymond’s pony was evident in this passage as her brother, Hillhouse,
was able to guide the wagon train across by scouting for the most solid ground. This was but
one example of how a mounted scout could assist with river crossings, and emigrant wagon
trains would have had to face many along their way. Although many rivers had fording points,
bridges or ferries, many did not. The danger of river crossings, and the lack of bridges, was
something also remarked upon by Celinda Hines (1853) and particularly when, on 26 August
1853, her father was unseated from his horse and drowned whilst crossing the Snake River. 43

Jesse Looney, “Jesse Looney to James C. Bond, Waillatpu, 27 Oct. 1843,” in Told by the Pioneers, Vol.
1, ed. F.I. Trotter, F.H. Loutzenhiser and J.R. Loutzenhiser (Olympia, WA: Washington Pioneer Project,
1937-1938), 74-76.
40 Thissell, Crossing the Plains in ’49, 43-44, 166, 182.
41 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 121-122.
42 Although a major river in its own right, the South Platte River, along with the North Platte, is one of
two main tributaries for the Platte River. The South Platte flows through the modern U.S. states of
Colorado and Nebraska.
43 The Snake River is a major river in the Pacific Northwest of America, and is a major tributary of the
Columbia River. It flows through the current U.S. states of Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
39
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In his case, unlike that of Hillhouse, he was unable to assist his company and instead fell into
danger himself.44
If the risk of the journey could be reduced by marginal amounts, such as by having a
pathfinder at river crossings, the entire wagon train benefitted. The construction of
communities within wagon trains, made essential by the appointment of train captains and
the allotment of tasks, meant that individual families became heavily invested in the safety
and security of their fellow travellers. In effect, a degree of interdependence between fellow
emigrants was recognised.45 In terms of the community network within the wagon train, the
performance of Hillhouse and Dick can be seen as positive action on behalf of their audience,
the other train members. By performing such an action, initially for his own family but latterly
and ostensibly for the collective group, Hillhouse was able to use Dick as a symbol of material
culture to glean greater respect from his network audience, in line with the work of Stoyan
Sgourev into audience theory.46
The usefulness of having a mounted scout when crossing hazardous rivers, as evidenced
above, can also be applied to situations on the open prairie. With the trail stretching out for
miles as far as the eye could see in every direction, being able to identify potential challenges
and threats was important. This was most commonly understood in terms of difficult terrain
or the alleged rapacity of indigenous peoples on the trail. Of the latter, reports and details
vary wildly from diarist to diarist; for example, whereas Raymond was overly critical of Native
Americans, her fellow diarist, Lavinia Honeyman Porter (1860), presented a much less
pointed account.47 However, the utility of Dick came into play when a member of the wagon
train, Mr. Curry, had his horse stolen:
Mr. Curry thinks he will find his horse at the ranch near the junction, although
the trail they were following led away from, instead of toward it. If he finds it,
he will go back to the train and get the men to help him get it either by fair
means or by force. He then proposed that they keep Dick, but they said he
would not reach camp before midnight on foot and he might lose his way, but
Dick would take him the shortest route if he would just let him go his own
way, which he did, and he brought him safe about an hour after dark.48
The loss of horses on the prairie was not uncommon, either accidentally or with menace,
as Michael Tate has highlighted in the experience of Finley McDiarmid (1850-1851), and
Harold J. Peters in his editing of the Hines family (1853) journals. 49 The loss of a horse, as
has been suggested above, was an expensive event, and so it was unsurprising that Mr. Curry
was anxious to track the robbers down. The suggestion of a possible use of force was
interesting here as there are few instances of such aggression in Raymond’s account. The great
strain and vulnerability to a host of dangers, however, meant that the possibility of such
outbursts was never far away. This is connected to David Clark’s arguments related to trail
stress and violence within wagon trains on the western trails. 50
Hines et al., Seven Months to Oregon, 123-126, 242-243.
Mary McDougall Gordon, “Overland to California in 1849: A Neglected Commercial Enterprise,”
Pacific Historical Review 52(1) (February 1983): 32-33.
46 Stoyan V. Sgourev, “How Paris gave rise to Cubism (and Picasso): Ambiguity and Fragmentation is
Radical Innovation,” Organization Science 24(6) (2013): 1611.
47 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 18, 65, 97; Lavinia Honeyman Porter, By Ox Team to California:
A Narrative of Crossing the Plains in 1860 (Oakland CA: General Enquirer Pub. Co., 1910): 45, 84, 114.
48 Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 216-217.
49 Michael L. Tate, Indians and Emigrants: Encounters on the Overland Trails (Norman, OK: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2014), 152; Hines et al., Seven Months to Oregon, 235, 289.
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It is clear from Raymond’s account of Mr. Curry’s difficulties that a horse or pony was a
valuable commodity in challenging situations. What was particularly interesting, however, was
the great faith, and indeed reliance, which Mr. Curry was prepared to place in Dick. It was
perfectly logical that he would have travelled faster on horseback than on foot, and indeed
would have been safer if discovered by the alleged thieves, but to trust Dick to simply find
his own way home was quite daring. This would have assumed that Dick could have navigated
unfamiliar terrain at a late hour. There is a popular consensus that horses “always find their
way home,” though in the context of a wagon train this would, of course, assume that camp
had been made and the travelling party remained static. Of this, Daniel Janzen has suggested
that visual recognition and a keen sense of smell are major factors in a horses’ so-called
“homing instinct.”51 Whatever the cause, horses were highly prized amongst emigrants due
to their usefulness, essential roles, if part of the pulling team, and the flexibility they provided
on the trail, and so great care had to be taken of them.
Although it is acknowledged that horses were far less commonly used on the trail in
comparison to hardier alternatives such as oxen or mules, their functionality offered an
opportunity cost for emigrants to consider. For example, whilst horses were faster and more
flexible than oxen, they were also more prone to injury and could not pull as much freight.
In the context of Raymond and Dick, her use and ownership of her pony must be seen in
terms of a personal mount as opposed a continually used element of the pulling team.
Naturally, Dick could serve as an emergency draft animal, as has been explained above, or as
a valuable tool for the wagon train. Such a value, in terms of both personal benefit and the
imagined community setting of the wagon train can be seen from the above-mentioned
episodes. However, there were dangers to horses apart from theft on the trail. The same was
also true for draft animals in general, with many simply breaking down mid journey and being
left to perish.52 One such incident is noted down in the diary:
Dick drank alkali water this evening. I have been feeding him fat bacon; no
doubt the grease and alkali have turned to soap before now in his stomach,
and soap is not poison, so he will not die this time, and I will take better care
of him the next time we are near alkali.53
As can be seen from this incident, alkali water posed a dangerous threat to emigrants’
animals. The problem of alkali water has been highlighted by Ahmad, amidst a host of other
difficulties which emigrants travelling across the prairie faced. In her examination of
guidebooks for emigrants, she has particularly flagged that many emigrants had never handled
animals before their journey and departure from one of the jumping-off towns; as such, this
opened the potential for many welfare-related crises.54 The danger of alkali water was that it
could introduce a high level of alkaloids into an animals’ digestive tract, leading to alkalosis.
Effectively, this then led to blood poisoning in the animal. Since horses, and indeed other
herbivorous animals using microbial fermentation, such as cattle, rely on volatile fatty acids
to allow them to survive on grass, the introduction of highly basic substances causes severe
difficulty. Indeed, Beasley et al. have highlighted, for example, that the mean acidity level of
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a horses’ stomach is a pH of approximately 4.4.55 In the context of episode above, the feeding
of acidic bacon fat acted as a counterbalance to the alkali-laced water. While this may appear
as a somewhat harsh treatment in comparison to modern veterinary care and procedures, it
was in line with the kind of practical knowledge vital to surviving on the plains, as discussed
by Ahmad and Gordon, and particularly evident in guides such as Radolph Marcy’s The Prairie
Traveler.56

3. The Emotional Connection to Horses on the Trail
Whereas it has been discussed above how horses and ponies were functional tools on the
trail, both in terms of practical use and as socio-economic symbols, attention must now be
drawn to the emotional aspects of having such animals as companions on long and arduous
journeys. Being an everyday part of an emigrant’s life for several months, it is unsurprising
that emotional bonds developed, as in the case study of Raymond and Dick.57 As mentioned
above, however, this does not presume that Dick served as something akin to a therapy
animal, but that he was a personal mount belonging to Raymond alone. 58 Animals such as
horses and oxen on the trails were practical working animals, of course, and the notions of
animal rights and emotional attachments were comparatively new to society. 59 Raymond’s
youth and personal ownership of Dick, however, presents the opportunity to discuss her
relationship with him in terms of anxiety and agency.
This section will investigate this idea through the prism of aspects such as emotional
events, comfort on the trail, and the agency of a companion animal, such as Dick, to relieve
anxiety, either knowingly or subconsciously. The figures quoted below in which Dick features
are thus to be understood in tandem with the concept of signifiers of anxiety. Anxiety in this
context is to be understood as a response to a perceived threat, defined lack, or knowledge
of such a lack.60 The absence of a home, uncertainty over the future, dangers and weariness
of the trail, are all likely causes of such anxiety. Anxiety, in this way, is not viewed as a singular
indivisible whole, but rather as a flexible phenomenon which has highly mutable tendencies.
In relation to migration for economic reasons, in particular, this is also linked to what Sanjeev
Jain and Alok Sarin have written on the impact of migration from one geo-political sphere to
another.61
Anxiety on the emigrant trails was something that could be very subtle and run beneath
the surface, or a factor that could present very visible signifiers. A case of the latter was the
deep melancholy that Gus fell into upon the accidental death of her husband, Mr. Milburn:
Just before we came to Glenwood, as the girls passed on their ponies, Gus
said to me: “Sallie, go ride your pony, too; you have not had a ride for several
days. Pardon me if I have been selfish in my great sorrow.” ‘No Gus, I would
rather stay here with you than to ride Dick, as long as you need me.” “Thank
DeAnna Beasley, Amanda M. Koltz, Joanna E. Lambert, et al., “The Evolution of Stomach Acidity
and Its Relevance to the Human Microbiome,” PloS ONE 10(7) (July 2015): 5-6.
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60 Jacques Lacan, Anxiety: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book X, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller (Cambridge:
Polity, 2016), 77.
61 Sanjeev Jain and Alok Sarin, “Madness and Rulers: Events in Coorg and London in 1810, as observed
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you, dear, your company has been very grateful to me, but now I would really
enjoy seeing you ride through Glenwood.” To please her, and myself, too, I
soon had saddled and mounted Dick and overtaken the girls.62
As can be seen from this quotation, Raymond had spent several days attempting to
comfort Gus while travelling in the wagon. It is intriguing to note that this situation led to
anxiety for both women. Gus’ suffering was evident, but Raymond’s was beneath the surface,
only presenting as a signifier when she discussed her preference of riding Dick to travelling
in the wagon. Clearly, she viewed the freedom and comfort of riding apart from the wagon
train to be preferable to the monotony on the wagon. This was one of many examples
scattered through Days on the Road which highlights the luxury of a pony or saddle horse as a
great source of enjoyment and means of alleviating the anxiety associated with trail stress. 63
This was also tied to the socio-economic benefits of granting friends or fellow emigrants the
opportunity to ride, with a favourable audience reception a positive result.
The concept of anxiety, it is argued, underpins much of the emigrant experience of the
mid-nineteenth-century western trails. This can be seen in the personal accounts of emigrants’
experiences, and indeed in their narrative of the experiences of others regarding the myriad
of dangers faced.64 That of Gus, mentioned above, is one such example; so too, that of Milt:
The wagons had started, so I mounted Dick and was off. I came into the road
I looked back, and saw Milt coming in sight, driving his oxen. I left the road
once more and went to Frasier’s grave. His son has set it with prickly pears,
so closely that it will make a pretty mound if it grows, and will be a protection
from wolves, unless their hides are thick and tough. Poor boy, he must have
been seriously scratched while transplanting the prickly things, but perhaps it
was a relief to his mental suffering, to bear physical pain while trying to do a
last something for his poor father.65
In the context of Raymond’s relationship with Dick, it is curious that she referred to
several disconnected events, which were either emotional or distressing, in which Dick was
present as a part of her narrative. This, it is contended, amounts to a linguistic signifier of
anxiety expressed by Raymond. In the episode involving Gus, it is seen how riding Dick was
a relief to the upsetting situation brought on by Mr. Milton’s accidental death, while in the
episode above Raymond reflected on Frasier’s grave with Dick.
Whereas Dick was an almost constant presence at sites of anxiety or distress, he was also
frequently referenced as giving Raymond great pleasure and lifting her spirits by allowing for
early-morning rides, adventures across the plains, and in causing mischief by galloping away
when a gentleman attempted to help her mount.66 The linguistic signifier tied to what has and
has not been said, in the way of Lacan, is an incredibly powerful signifier in analysis.67
Raymond’s mentioning of Dick in such a consistent fashion may point to the strong
emotional connection with Dick owing to his presence at many difficult events, or his
mention may conversely be used in order to avoid recording painful details. Either way, to
the reader of Days on the Road, Dick is a visible presence throughout Raymond’s narrative and
Raymond Herndon, Days on the Road, 54.
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thus serves as a literary signifier of her experience. It is acknowledged that whilst attitudes
towards animal wellbeing, both in general and on the trail, were changing between the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, they had not yet reached those of the present day. 68
However, by using interdisciplinary tools borrowed from management science and analysis,
we may unearth a more nuanced layer of evidence. Whereas this material may be more familiar
to twenty-first-century eyes than those of the mid nineteenth century, it does provide
interesting future possibilities for study beginning with individual cases, such as that of
Raymond.
The concept of a linguistic signifier of anxiety is essential when viewing the relationship
between Raymond and Dick given how prominent a place he had in her diary. Whereas
melancholic events where Dick was present as a source of comfort have been highlighted
above in the episodes involving Gus and Milt above, Raymond also devoted space in her diary
to describing Dick’s physical appearance. As can be seen below, Raymond clearly expressed
her great pride in Dick, his supposedly exceptional qualities, and hinted at her love for him:
I had only just started when Dr. Howard rode up on his pony Joe and
requested the pleasure of riding with me. The doctor is a very pleasant,
cultured gentleman, and is very fond of his pony, yet Joe cannot be compared
with Dick for beauty, neither for easy gait. Why, Dick is the most beautiful
pony on this road. He is a bright bay with long and heavy black mane and tail,
and his gait is as easy as a cradle. I can ride all day and not be tired at all. While
his horse – well, I will not describe him. It might hurt the doctor’s feelings. 69
This adoration she later confirmed when Dick had to be sold. 70 Again, as noted above,
this connection was possibly strengthened by her youth and bonding with Dick throughout
her journey. This episode is interesting in terms of both the emotional signifier tied up in her
love for Dick, as well as the concept of the socio-economic impact Dick had as a valuable
example of material culture. The key variable of differentiation was evident here as Raymond
negatively compared Dr. Howard’s pony, Joe, to Dick. The concept of outward beauty was
self-evident, but that of gait, an important factor in discerning a horse or pony’s value,
deserves mention. From Raymond’s account, it would seem that Dick was a very good quality
animal and thus more valuable and merit-worthy than Joe. The possession of such a pony
constituted a powerful symbol of socio-economic status, a fact which was also reinforced by
the frantic manner in which the man who ultimately purchased Dick pursued the sale. 71
Despite the great love Raymond had for Dick, in the eyes of many travellers on the trail
he was a commodity that could be bought and sold. If, as Raymond leads her audience to
believe, Dick was an excellent pony well-suited to travelling with, it stood to reason that
interest would be shown in him.72 With the opening of new territories such as Montana came
greater interest from investors, leading to a constant demand for travel and correspondence
across the plains. Effectively, there was a great demand for healthy and well-moving horses
and ponies on the western trails at this time. Again, the return to material culture and
economic relationships is evident. As can be seen from the episode below, however, the
prospect of selling Dick was most unwelcome to Raymond and a great source of anxiety:
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As Nellie Bower and I were standing on the bank of the river watching the
wagons being ferried over, holding our ponies by their bridles, a gentleman
came near. Lifting his hat and bowing politely, he said to me: “I will give one
hundred dollars in clean gold dust for that pony.” This pony is not for sale,
sir, at any price.” We came from the ferry about two miles, and stopped for
lunch. I told Hillhouse what the man said. “If I were you, I would certainly
sell him, so many seem to want him. He will very likely be stolen.” 73
This extract was particularly interesting for two reasons; first, that the gentleman was
prepared to pay one hundred dollars for Dick, a good price at the time, and second, that upon
discussing the matter with her brother, Hillhouse, she was advised to sell for fear that Dick
might be stolen. This returns to the case of Mr. Curry mentioned above and is a further
reminder of the violence that often occurred on the western trails.
Such violence is often stereotyped as hostility between emigrants and indigenous peoples,
but also included internal examples such as abusive language, whippings, murder, and theft. 74
It should be noted, therefore, that there were dangers from both within and without the
wagon train, and these could be associated with both a crime and punishment. The point
must also be raised that in cases of violence between native peoples and emigrants, both
parties suffered losses. Whereas examples of alleged Indian atrocities were noted by diarists
and in private letters,75 prejudice and knowledge of abuse can be seen in travel diaries such as
those of E.S. Ingalls (1850-1851) and George Keller (1850), and the letters of Samuel
Richardson (1860).76 The case of Mr. Curry is also linked to what Dan Flores has written of
the poorly documented and shadowy nature of the western horse trade in the early to midnineteenth century.77
Raymond’s account of her interactions with the mysterious gentleman displays many
linguistic signifiers of anxiety. Indeed, in the episode discussed below, she has come to realise
that the family’s cash reserves were running perilously low after the many expenses of the
journey, and she acknowledges that selling Dick may be for the collective good. She was
clearly emotionally distressed by her situation, conceding that she would likely have to sell
Dick if the man returned, but also hoping to escape from the situation by travelling onwards.
The concept of emigrants selling their livestock at journey’s end was not unusual, and indeed
was an important source of funds in order to finance the settlement phase of their migration.
Draft animals bought at jumping-off towns were sold, often with the wagon outfit, with the
emigrants then seeking lodging and employment, as was the case with Lavinia Honeyman
Porter and her husband.78 Taking the example of horses being priced between $40 and $100
dollars a head at the jumping-off town of St. Joseph in 1850, the price of $125 received for
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Dick, as shown below, shows the positive exchange mechanism was at work, despite
Raymond’s lack of enthusiasm.79
Raymond’s reluctance to sell Dick evidently stemmed from her emotional attachment to
him, likely emerging from her ownership of him as a personal mount prior to emigration and
built up over her journey across the plains. It was curious that this bond was so strong that
she was willing to lay aside the economic argument at the time in the hope of keeping Dick
the pony, not necessarily Dick the tool or item of material culture. The need to sell Dick, and
indeed her resignation to the fact was acknowledged, but a key consideration is that it was her
pony, not the outfit’s, and that her brother Hillhouse had to expressly seek her permission
for the sale.80 Her immediate reactions were suggestive of the active emotional agency of Dick
in her migrational experience and, as suggested above, a pre-existing relationship with the
animal. As shall be seen, however, the promise of a purse of gold dust was a weighty
consideration that placed considerable pressure on her to bow to the socio-economic norms
of her audience, as per Sgourev:81
After lunch the men folks went to fish in Snake River. They had been gone
but a few minutes, when the man that wanted Dick rode into camp. He rode
straight to our wagons, and said: ‘I will give you one hundred and ten dollars
for that pony.’ I had begun to relent somewhat. I felt that it would not do to
be sentimental under existing circumstances. We had spent almost all our
money for toll, ferrying and other expenses on the road. It might prove to be
a serious matter to be in a strange place without money, and if we fail to get
employment we will be obliged to sell something, and there is nothing we can
spare so well as Dick. I knew the man had offered all and more than I could
expect to get for him. (…) If he does come [back] I will not dare to refuse
him, but I do hope we are out of reach of temptation.82
As was noted in above, Raymond anxiously dreaded the reappearance of the gentleman.
This dread was realised, however, in that the man presented himself the next morning to
negotiate the sale, as can be seen from the description of the episode:
It was scarcely daylight when that hateful man was here again after Dick. I had
just finished dressing when Hillhouse came to the wagon and said: “Shall I let
Dick do?” “Do as you think best.” And I threw myself on the bed for a good
cry. I had not stopped crying when he came back, and throwing a buckskin
purse into my lap, said: “There is your pony.” There was one hundred and
twenty-five dollars in gold dust in it. I sobbed out loud. Hillhouse looked at
me with contempt in my expression, but said nothing. I could not help crying.
I know he would never sell anything that he loved, and I love that pony. I let
the purse roll out of my lap down into the bottom of the wagon, and have not
touched it yet.83
Immediately, the emotional signifier of anxiety by referring to him as “that hateful man”
stands out, suggesting that she was resigned to losing Dick, and possibly that sadness was still
with her at the time of writing. Again, this would suggest an active emotional bond and
David M. Kiefer, “Over Barren Plains and Rock-Bound Mountains,” Montana: The Magazine of Western
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agency. Evidently, Raymond was much distressed at the sale as she recorded that she spent a
long time crying and refused to even touch the pouch of gold dust she received. Her most
striking revelation, however, was the critique of her brother, Hillhouse. In this, she accused
him of selfishness for pressuring her into selling her beloved pony and suggested that he
viewed her with contempt for venting her emotions so openly. Again, these statements
amount to signifiers of anxiety whereby Raymond has recorded her emotions through
language. Although the economic argument won through, her account was clearly tinged with
personal loss regarding Dick.

4. Conclusion
The difficulties faced by emigrants travelling along the western trails, discussed above
concerning Raymond and her pony, have a prominent place in the wider scholarship of the
American West in the mid-nineteenth century. Through interdisciplinary investigations, such
as the current study, however, new insights into the functions and identities of emigrant
communities may be uncovered. The utilization of material culture, in tandem with questions
regarding agency, as a medium for discussion has proven an intriguing concept, in this case
using Raymond’s pony, Dick, as a case study. In particular, the socio-economic component
of Dick as an aspect of material culture has been discussed; the western emigrants largely
travelling for economic reasons, and Dick being a valuable tool in this process, makes this
usage fit well together. Indeed, Dick’s utility as a tool and commercial function, from draft
animal to scout, was evident from Raymond’s diary entries. The assumption that Dick was a
personal mount belonging to Raymond prior to emigration, stemming from her having the
final say with regard to the sale of her pony, points to a comparatively affluent socioeconomic
standing of the family. The need to raise funds after a long and difficult journey does not,
however, compromise this, and was an anticipated step in the migrational process.
Whereas the practical and commercial value of having horses and ponies was great, and
so, too, was the reputational benefit from the contemporary audience, the emotional and
sentimental weighting was just as important. In the current study, this has been presented as
a form of companionship and emotional outlet, though naturally not progressing as far as
connections to twenty-first-century therapy animals. This has been demonstrated to range
from merely providing a more pleasant journey through riding as opposed to walking or
sitting in the wagon, the freedom associated with riding apart from the wagon train, to the
presence of said companion at emotional events. By using questions of anxiety as a strand of
investigation, the concept of the peculiar emotional agency which horses and ponies could
have has also been more fully brought into the discussion. The sharing of Dick in terms of
trail work, such as scouting or by granting friends a ride, is also vital in terms of emotional
value, as it allows for the differentiating, and indeed redefining, of social values within the
travelling community.
Fundamentally, this study has sought to add greater depth and to pose more nuanced
questions to the established narrative of westward-bound emigrant wagon trains through the
use of Raymond’s relationship to Dick as a case study with a view towards much broader
research. In Raymond’s case, there was a unique emotional aspect, investigated through the
discussion of literary signifiers, that has served to reinforce the idea of a personal history of
prairie life. This was, of course, Raymond’s relationship with Dick. Taken in isolation, this
can be regarded as an affecting tale of a young woman who embarked on a perilous adventure
with her pony, only to be painfully separated from him at the journey’s end.
The uniqueness of her account involving Dick, a factor inspiring this study, is both a
strength and weakness in that there is a lack of material which treats companion animals in
the same fashion. Intriguingly, her attitudes and reactions might perhaps be more familiar to
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postcolonial scholars of colonial anxiety dealing with migration in European overseas
empires.84 By overlaying Raymond’s narrative with arguments surrounding material culture,
agency and anxiety, however, it can be seen how this sad story is also connected to one of
triumph over great challenges on the trail. As such, the place of the horse or pony perhaps
deserves a more central role in future discussions of mid-nineteenth-century American
emigration, following Phillips’ thoughts on the matter.85 Of this, it must be remembered that
Raymond and Dick have served as an isolated case study to explore the current methodology,
with a wider body of work needed in the future in order to bring the resulting conclusions
into the general historiography.
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